
23 DASSAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO 39 DASSAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This Junmai Daiginjo was born from a single 
challenge - polishing Yama- da Nishiki to the limit 
of limits - 23% remaining of the original rice grain. 
The nose presents an irresistibly elegant flowery 
bouquet with a soft, delicate, honey-like 
sweetness, and the flavor blooms exquisitely in 
your mouth.   World Wine Championship Winner

Rather than sake that will get someone drunk, or 
sake that will sell the most, Asahishuzo's aim is to 
create sake for tasting - to brew sake that is truly 
delicious and enjoyable for all. Their brand Dassai 
is the personification of this philosophy. 

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

ITEM#1260, 12/300ML; #1227, 12/720ML ITEM#2520, 12/720ML; #2521, 12/300ML

45 DASSAI JUNMAI DAIGINJO GANGI SEKIREI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Balanced, round, and the umami finish is ever so 
smooth even with a slight increase in acidity 
compared to the Dassai 50. Hard to stop after one 
sip as the flavours and gentle finish keeps bringing 
you back for more. 

This sake is smooth and graceful, like the sekirei 
(Japanese wagtails) that swoop and glide over the 
Nishikigawa river that flows next to the brewery. 
Has an elegant, satisfying aroma and a beautiful, 
long finish.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

ITEM#2763, 6/1.8L ITEM#1863, 6/720ML

BORN GOLD JUNMAI DAIGINJO BORN MUROKA NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This is unique sake uses a proprietary yeast strain 
that is considerably toned down when compared 
to many of the Born sakes from Katookichibee. 
After lagering over a year at 15 degrees F, the 
smoothness of this sake is best paired with light 
creamy cheeses and light carpaccio dishes.

‘BORN’ is a Sanskrit word which translates to 
‘innocent pureness’ or ‘capturing the truth’. Born 
Draft Muroka Nama Genshu is quite unique: draft 
and non-carbon filtered for a fresh and complex 
flavored brew. Genshu, is the first pressed, 
undiluted sake with higher alcohol content. Relish 
the pure, full-bodied flavor and highly fragrant 
aroma.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17-18%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUI, JAPAN

ITEM#2511, 12/720ML ITEM#1265, 6/720ML

BORN TOKUSEN 38 JUNMAI DAIGINJO BORN YUME WA MASAYUME JUNMAI DAIGINJO
The Born Tokusen is a Junmai Daiginjo you can 
break out on special occasions or with an elegant 
dinner date. This sake is aged for a minimum of 
two years at 0℃ to bring out deep, fruity flavors 
that compliment buttery dishes
as well as delicate Japanese food. 

ThisJunmai Dai-Ginjo has very mellow and elegant 
aroma with smooth, velvety flavor. 
Greatsakeforcerebrationwhenyourdreams 
cometrue!!

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 35%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUI, JAPAN

ITEM#1820, 6/720ML; #1821, 12/300ML ITEM#1297, 6/1L

SENSHIN DAIGINJO TOKUBETSU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
An unsurpassable Sake brewed in small batches - 
very limited quantity available.  The rice used is 
specifically contracted by the farmer, and is 
polished to 28% of the original grain's size. The 
sake is brewed with great skill and aged slowly, 
creating a seductive and silky elegance in the 
finished product.

Rice granules are polished into miniature pearls, 
leaving only 28% ofitsoriginal graintomake Junmai 
Daiginjo“Tokugetsu”. Chill and enjoy the gently 
flavor, light as the harvest moon.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2527, 6/1.8L; #2528, 6/720ML ITEM#2529, 6/720ML



DASSAI BEYOND DAIGINJO HAKKAISAN 45 JUNMAI DAIGINJO
The flavor spreads through you like warm 
sunlight, enlightening every sense, and 
transcends what words can describe. The rarity of 
such a sake makes every bottle a work of art to be 
enjoyed with awe.

This sake is very crisp and smooth. It is as clean 
and refreshing as a cold, clear day in winter. 
Famous around the world as an iconic example of 
the Niigata region's signature brewing style, this 
Junmai Daiginjo has an elegantly restrained 
aroma offering hints of steamed rice while the 
finish is pristine and invigorating. The taste 
evokes the gentle flavor of steamed rice. 

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2590, 1/720ML ITEM#1882, 6/1.8L; #1883, 12/720ML; #1884, 15/300ML

HAKKISAN 45 JUNMAI DAIGINJO HYOTAN HAKKAISAN 45 DAIGINJO
This sake is very crisp and smooth. It is as clean 
and refreshing as a cold, clear day in winter. 
Famous around the world as an iconic example of 
the Niigata region's signature brewing style, this 
Junmai Daiginjo has an elegantly restrained 
aroma offering hints of steamed rice while the 
finish is pristine and invigorating. The taste 
evokes the gentle flavor of steamed rice. 

This Ginjo-style sake possesses a clean, dry flavor, 
bolstered by its wispy floral aroma and crisp 
mouthfeel.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1885, 12/180ML ITEM#1886, 6/1.8L; #1887, 12/720ML; #1888, 15/300ML

HAKKAISAN 45 DAIGINJO HYOTAN HAKKAISAN YUKIMURO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This Ginjo-style sake possesses a clean, dry flavor, 
bolstered by its wispy floral aroma and crisp 
mouthfeel.

This beautiful Junmai Ginjo is aged for a minimum 
of 3 years in Hakkai Brewery’s snow-storage 
room, called the Yukimuro. The flavor is initially 
subdued, before it unfolds the rich and solid sake 
that it is. While nestled comfortably in tanks 
chilled by literal tons of pure white snow, it 
develops into a round and smooth sake with a 
subtle and fine aroma and a mellow, dry finish. 

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1889, 12/180ML ITEM#1890, 12/720ML; #1891, 15/280ML

HATSUMAGO SHOZUI JUNMAI DAIGINJO KANCHIKU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Clear with a faint silvery straw cast. Pure ripe 
pineapple, anise, and apple custard tart aromas 
with a fruity medium-to-full body and creamy 
vanilla pudding, green apple, praline, and pepper 
accented finish. A delicious and explosively 
flavorful “Classic” sake. 2015 BTI World Wine 
Championships Gold Medal 92pt.

The nose is filled with a feint display of flower 
pedals and sweet tea. This Daiginjo is smooth and 
clean. There are nice ripe fruit flavors and a hint 
of mineral as in green vegetable. The sake drinks 
more clean than fruity sweet. 

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NAGANO, JAPAN

ITEM#558, 6/720ML ITEM#1244, 6/1.8L; #1245, 6/720ML; #1246, 6/720ML

KATANA JUNMAI DAIGINJO KATSUYAMA DEN 35 JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Creamy aromas of tapioca, warm milk, nougat 
and apple pie crust with a satiny bright dry-yet 
fruity medium body and a tingling, refreshing 
medium-length parsnip and melon rind finish.
A subtle and savory sake.

Brewed with a traditional sake brewing method,  
Den features a fruity aroma and distinct rich 
flavors.This sake has the true characteristics of a 
Junmai Daiginjo. Its crisp and clean umami stands 
out clearly and lingers as a distinctly 
mouthwatering aftertaste.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SHIZUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): MIYAGI, JAPAN

ITEM#616, 6/720ML ITEM#1823, 6/720ML



KATSUYAMA KEN 50 JUNMAI DAIGINJO KIKUSUI KURAMITSU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This is an expertly Junmai Ginjo with a 50% milling 
rate.  Very reasonably priced compared to other 
Katsuyama sake but still maintains the same 
superior quality. Has a light fragrance and is very 
flavorful. 

The gorgeous perfume-like Daiginjo aroma 
cradles your senses as you raise the glass to your 
lips, and the first sip is an experience in complete 
and utter refinement. Smooth, clean, and slightly 
sweet.  Awards: IWC 2014 Daiginjo Class Gold 
Prize

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): MIYAGI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#616, 6/720ML ITEM#1557, 6/720ML

KONGOSHIN JUNMAI DAIGINJO KUBOTA HEKUYU DAIGINJO
The term Kongoshin, or "a firm and stable mind," 
finds its embodiment in this supremely noble 
brew. The top sake rice Yamada Nishiki is polished 
to the limit & after 2 years of the deepest love, 
care & supervision.  Very limited item. 

As they utilize the traditional Yamahai brewing 
method, this Kubota Hekiju is granted extra deep 
flavors, yet it still carries a light and clean mouth 
feel and swallows easily. Best enjoyed at body 
temperature or chilled.

Alcohol: 17.8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1575, 1/800ML ITEM#2532, 6/1.8L; #2533, 6/720ML

KUBOTA MANJYU JUNMAI DAIGINJO KUBOTA  JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Presented by Asahi Brewery, Kubota Manjyu is 
the paramount of the "Kubota" series. Has a 
plush, creamy texture, and several layers of 
complex flavor and umami. Enjoyed chilled, this 
sake can reveal the calm and complex portrait of 
existence. 

In pursuit of a impact-laden, magnificent new 
flavor, the long-beloved brewers of the famous 
Kubota sake lineup crafted this fine Junmai 
Daiginjo. Has an elegant nose with notes of pear 
and melon, with a harmonious acidity and 
pleasant mouthfeel. Smooth and clean texture 
and crisp flavor lead into a comfortably long 
finish.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2530, 6/1.8L; #2531, 6/720ML; #2598, 12/300ML ITEM#2598, 12/300ML

KURO KABUTO JUNMAI DAIGINJO KUROSAWA PREMIUM RESERVE DAIGINJO
A rare treat for the adventurous, Kuro Kabuto 
Muroka Junmai Daiginjo is brewed using Black 
Koji (Kurokoji) instead of the usual Yellow Koji 
(Kikoji), contributing to a very unique and 
interesting flavor profile.  Has a ripe strawberry 
field nose and a full body. 

Fresh warm rice pudding, creamy cashew nougat, 
and coconut-raisin cake aromas with a silky fruity-
yet-dry medium-to-full body and a vanilla taffy, 
spiced pear, and melon accented finish. Delicious 
and crowd pleasing.
2015 BTI World Wine Championships Gold Medal 
92pt (Exceptional).

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NAGANO, JAPAN

ITEM#1279, 6/720ML ITEM#553, 6/720ML

KUROSAWA GINREI JUNMAI DAIGINJO MAKIRI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Pale silver straw color. Aromas and flavors of 
pineapple upside down cake, ambrosia, kiwi, 
jicama, and rice candy wrapper with a satiny, 
bright, dry-yet-fruity medium body and a tingling, 
engaging, long Asian pear, pineapple custard, 
white chocolate toffee with dried cherries, and 
iced chai finish. BTI 2019 World Sake Challenge 
Silver Medal – 89 Points 

Super premium dry with light Ginjo aroma and a 
crisp clean character.

Balanced acidity and a sharp clean aftertaste.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#611, 12/300ML; #612, 6/720ML ITEM#611, 12/300ML; #612, 6/720ML



MASUIZUMI JUNMAI DAIGINJO MIZBASHO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Perfection! A wonderfully balanced Junmai 
Daigino. Just the right touch of dryness and 
sweetness. Each sip helps you discover something 
new. A treasure on it’s own or paired with food.

This Daiginjo has a great bouquet of cedar, fig and 
cantaloupe. Dry and earthy on the palate, with a 
hint of clean minerality. Mizubasho has a round, 
soft finish and can be enjoyed at room temp or 
lightly chilled.

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOYAMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): KAWABA, JAPAN

ITEM#1264, 12/720ML ITEM#566, 6/500ML

MU BLACK JUNMAI DAIGINJO MU JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This top-quality Junmai Daiginjo, painstakingly 
brewed from 100% Yamada Nishiki (the most 
renowned brewing rice) has a perfect mixture of 
elegant apple- and sherry-like aromas. The rich 
and sophisticated taste of sweet and acidic will 
satisfy your palate.

This fruity, dry Junmai Daiginjo has a delicate and 
brilliantly aromatic character. The aroma of green 
apples and Asian pear with a hint of resin 
complements its smooth and refreshing taste.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HIMEJI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HIMEJI, JAPAN

ITEM#552, 12/720ML ITEM#516, 12/720ML; #551, 12/300ML

NANBU BIJIN ANCIENT PILLARA NANBU BIJIN DAIGINJO
Made by Nanbu Bijin Shuzo, Iwate Prefecture. A 
fruity and elegant sake, with a long, pleasing 
finish. Brewed by a famous veteran master 
brewer with more than 35 years of experience in 
one of the coldest and snowiest regions of Japan.

Made with local Ginotome rice milled down to 
45%, lending the sake a delicate floral aroma and 
an exceptionally clean taste. Dry, juicy and full of 
umami. 

Alcohol: 17.9%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16.8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

ITEM#1595, 6/720ML ITEM#1233, 6/720ML

NIHON SAKARI DAIGINJO NIWA NO UGUISU 50 JUNMAI DAIGINJO
“DAIGINJO” means one of the highest classes of 
sake. Slightly dry, rich in flavor, and a mellow 
texture with elegant fruity aromatics. This sake 
brings new flavors and tastes each time it is 
enjoyed. Enjoy authentic sake with a wine glass 
for stylish drinking.

In two words, fruity and juicy. Has a bright and 
lively apple-like aroma, and a casual, lingering 
sweetness that harmonizes perfectly with the soft 
and smooth flavor.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUOKA, JAPAN

ITEM#2220, 6/720ML ITEM#1870, 12/720ML

RYUJIN OZE X ROSE JUNMAI DAIGINJO RYUJIN NAMAZUME JUNMAI DAIGINJO
A lovely rose-colored sake that exists within a 
sphere of balance between sweet and tart, and 
has a flavor that resembles wild strawberries. 
Brewed with the exceedingly difficult-to-use red 
yeast, it has been said that if a Junmai Daiginjo is 
the most difficult grade of sake to brew, this Rose 
Junmai Daiginjo was 10 times as difficult, so many 
brewers are unable to work with it. 

This is a compelling and delicious Sake, with an 
alluring aroma of white flowers and citrus. On the 
palate, it is bright and fresh, with a hint of 
sweetness and flavors of citrus and pineapple. It 
is silky and light, complex and intriguing. This Sake 
can easily be enjoyed on its own, although it will 
also pair well with a variety of foods, from 
seafood to chicken dishes.

Alcohol: 12%                                                           
Brewer (Location): GUNMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): GUNMA, JAPAN

ITEM#1826, 12/720ML ITEM#1519, 12/720ML



SAKAMAI KIKUSUI JUNMAI DAIGINJO SAKAMAI KIKUSUI GENSHU DAIGINJO
 Pure rice wine made withrice milled to 40% of its 

original size, making it a Junmai Dai-Ginjo. Made 
with a special type of rice designed for brewing, 
also called Kikusui. This rice created in 1937 was 
thought to be extinct but we managed to revive it 
from just 25 grains of rice hulls. This Junmai Dai-
Ginjo has a rich aroma and gentle crisp dryness.

This genshu, or undiluted sake, is extremely rare. 
It makes the ideal gift for a special person in your 
life. A Junmai Daiginjo Genshu sake whose deep, 
sophisticated aromas and mellow rice flavors will 
waft pleasantly throughout your palate. Enjoy 
hints of fresh cut apples and the mature, mellow 
flavor that only genshu can offer.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2557, 6/720ML ITEM#1589, 6/720ML

SEIDEN OMACHI JUNMAI DAIGINJO SENKIN CLASSIC KAME NO O 
Made with the grandfather of all sake rice Omachi 
of Okayama prefecture, which is revered for its 
complex characteristics. This rice is said to be as 
fine and suitable for sake brewing as Yamda 
Nishiki. Akita Seishu polishes this great rice down 
to 50% of the original size, and brews carefully in 
small batches. This results in a clear aroma and 
dense, layered flavors.

Senkin Classic Kame no O is part of the brewery's 
"classic" series - sake made using traditional 
brewing methods. Brewed astoundingly using 
100% ancient rice Kame no O - a finicky specimen 
that requires 100% by-hand cultivation, and 
furthermore one of the few pure rice strains left 
in Japan. 

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): AKITA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

ITEM#1871, 12/720ML ITEM#1854, 20/300ML; #1851, 12/720ML

SENKIN CLASSIC MUKU SENKIN CLASSIC OMACHI 
Senkin Classic Muku is an extremely versatile and 
complex sake that pairs well with a variety of 
foods, and which carries both umami and acidity 
to the palate smoothly and naturally. The brewery 
encourages drinkers to try enjoying their sake out 
of Boudreaux wine glasses to maximize the 
sensory potential of their brews.

Only 1250 cases are brewed each year of this rare 
treat - the Omachi edition of Senkin's "classic" 
series, which is made using traditional  brewing 
methods. Finely textured and elegantly layered, 
this lively Junmai Daiginjo born from Japan's 
historic first sake rice displays flavors of peach, 
sage, melon rind and freshly husked rice. 

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

ITEM#1850, 12/720ML; #1853, 20/300ML ITEM#1852, 12/720ML; #1855, 20/300ML

SENKIN MODERN KAME NO O SENKIN MODERN MUKU
Brewed with this revered sake rice varietal, 
Senkin Modern Kame No O - a member of their 
"modern" series that is made using modern sake 
brewing methods - is a sake that somehow 
delicately displays the wildest features of this rice 
alongside its characteristic savory aftertaste. The 
brew is bright, elegant, aromatic.

Muku, meaning pure or innocent, refers to a lack 
of excessive embellishment in the sake. It has a 
sharp, vibrantly fruity flavor with a well-balanced 
umami heft, and the brewery encourages drinkers 
to try enjoying their sake out of Boudreaux wine 
glasses to maximize the sensory potential of the 
brew.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

ITEM#1845, 12/720ML; #1848, 20/300ML ITEM#1844, 12/720ML; #1847, 20/300ML

SENKIN MODERN OMACHI TAMANO HIKARI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Senkin's Omachi brews are vivid and bright. The 
rich yet elegant flavor holds up well when paired 
with strong flavors, and this sake is perfect to 
serve alongside entrees. Only 1250 cases are 
brewed each year.

Made with Omachi rice, the grandfather of all 
sake rice, and has a fruity Ginjo aroma and a deep 
flavor. 

Awards: 2011 Sake Service Institute Show Gold 
Prize

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOCHIGI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUSHIMI, JAPAN

ITEM#1846, 12/720ML; #1849, 20/300ML ITEM#2574, 12/720ML; #2575, 12/300ML



TATENOKAWA 18 JUNMAI DAIGINJO TATENOKAWA NAKADORI
Pronounced aroma of honeysuckle, pear, lychee, 
and pineapple.  This sake is very mild and smooth, 
light and soft.  The finish is clean and pure, with 
finesse and elegance.  This sake uses rice polished 
down to 18% of the original grain size - the 
highest polishing ratio in the entirety of Japan. 

Polishing Yamagata's original Dewasansan rice to 
50% and using only the finest selection of the 
pressed sake (called the "Nakadori" creates a soft 
aroma of freshly sliced apple, quince and cherry. 
Has a light, sweet, overall round flavor with 
balanced acidity and a pleasantly lingering 
aftertaste. Best chilled. 

Alcohol: 18%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1822, 12/720ML ITEM#1828, 12/300ML

TATENOKAWA PHOENIX TAMAJIMAN JUNMAI DAIGINJO
A bold and bright yet medium-light bodied brew 
with a lush fruity nose and long tail. Tatenokawa 
Shuzo's Masashi Togami and the Grammy Award-
winning French rock/pop band Phoenix decided 
to collaborate out of respect and gratitude to 
honor the late Mr. Toshiro Kuroda who spent 
many years working hard to promote sake in 
Europe. 

Subtle aromas of rice grains, orange peel, and red 
apple.  Zesty and complex mouthfeel, slightly rich 
flavors, and a dry finish.

Alcohol: 14%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 14%                                                           
Brewer (Location): TOKYO, JAPAN

ITEM#1586, 12/720ML ITEM#1286A, 6/300ML

TENGUMAI 50 JUNMAI DAIGINJO YUMETSUKIYO JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This Tengumai Junmai Daiginjo 50, as the name 
indicates has been polished to 50%. It has elegant 
floral nose, with lime, green apple and a hint of 
mushroom, The palate is quite lean and complex 
with nice fine acidity, Hints of peavh and 
nectarine can be found, and the finish is long and 
crisp.

Very refreshing and delicious sake with soothing 
aroma.The flavor expands in your mouth with a 
refreshing aftertaste. Great to pair with any dish.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): ISHIKAWA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): EHIME, JAPAN

ITEM#2579, 12/720ML ITEM#1277, 12/720ML; #1278, 12/300ML

ROGA JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This crisp semi-dry sake has an elegant richness 
with a hint of plum. The Junmai Daiginjo variation 
is a premium sake therefore we recommend 
enjoying it with fine foods or on its own.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): VERNON, CA

ITEM#625, 12/750ML



AKAGISAN SPARKING JUNMAI ASAHIYAMA JUNMAI
Japanese-style-champagne-like carbonated 
junmai sake. This slightly sweet sake has a robust 
junmai flavor perfectly matching its refreshing 
bubbles. 

A Junmai sake excelling in balance, with a quick 
clean finish. Refreshing chilled, full of flavor neat 
or gently warmed. 

Alcohol: 11%                                                           
Brewer (Location): GUNMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1588, 12/300ML ITEM#2577, 6/1.8L; #2578, 12/720ML

AZUMAICHI JUNMAI GOKU KARAKUCHI SUMIYOSHI
A calm serenity overtakes the senses when met 
with the gentle aroma. The flavor is comprised of 
a clean, elegant and quite 
characteristically Yamada Nishiki balance, which 
Azumaichi is famous for. Can be enjoyed chilled 
or gently warmed.

Extra-dry sake, rich in flavor with smooth finish. 
This is the kind of sake that you can keep on 
drinking and never grows old.  Taruhei brewery 
specifically produces 100% Junmai (rice-only) 
sakes. 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAGA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#74, 12/720ML ITEM#1226, 12/720ML

HOJUN ZUIYO JUNMAI JINYU UKIYOE BLOWING VIDRO 
With one sip, the flavor of gentle rice UMAMI will 
hint mild, mellow sake. But in fact Hojun Zuiyo is 
quite dry (+5.0) with a nice acidity level. Well-
known sake critics mentioned "This Sake fits 
North American dishes. It is an American Type of 
Sake."  Dry, yet mild and mellow.

Sweet Junmai sake with subtle Ginjo aroma. 
Similar to aged sweet white wine, delicious when 
chilled and served in a wine glass.  “Citric acid” 
from “white koji” delivers a smooth citrusy acid 
taste.  This combined with sweet (-10) Junmai 
sake as the base creates the sweet harmony. 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): KUMAMOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): CHIBA, JAPAN

ITEM#1204, 6/720ML; #1205, 12/300ML ITEM#1567, 6/720ML

JINYU KABUKI SHIRO KOJI JUNMAI KENBISHI MIZUHO KRMTSU
The powerful citric acid that white koji brews 
gives refreshing acidity. That combined with the 
sweet sake at its base, creates this 
unprecedented “sweet and sour sake”. It is 
delicious when paired with meat dishes that are 
also good with white wine.

The nose is an array of rich and earthy tones 
highlighted by raisins, steamed rice, sweet nuts 
and straw. A virtual treasure trove of flavors 
including caramel, noughet, sweet rice, toffee, 
cooked banana, roasted nuts, and sweet raisins. 

Alcohol: 15.8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): CHIBA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1568, 6/720ML ITEM#561, 6/720ML

KIKUSUI JUNMAI KURO BIN JUNMAI
Kikusui Junmai, a perfectly balanced Sake with 
clean flavor and body. Serve chilled to savor the 
dry qualities. When slightly warmed to 100 
degrees F, experience the fragrance expand as a 
more rounded flavor surface. Use a large 
earthenware flask to warm Kikusui Junmai, and 
pair it with a complementary dish.

Clear appearance. Grainy, yeasty rice/bread 
aromas and vanilla custard with a soft, spry, 
dryish light body and a powdered sugar, jicama, 
and apple core accented finish. Pleasant.  2012 
BTI World Wine Championship Silver Medal 87pt.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2549, 6/1.8L; #2550, 12/300ML ITEM#533, 12/720ML; #524, 12/300ML



MUTSU OTOKOYAMA CHOKARA ROGA JUNMAI
This Aomori craft Sake is made with a focus on 
select rice and yeast from their own prefecture, 
and utilizes Hachinohe, Kanisawa District's famed 
water for brewing. Be it Japanese or Western, this 
Sake has a crisp finish that compliments and 
enhances flavors from any cuisine. 

Roga infuses Japanese craftsmanship with the 
pioneering innovation of America. Made with 
California’s finest offerings, each batch is 
carefully prepared by our skilled brewers.
This light and dry sake has a refreshing acidity 
and pairs well with bold flavored foods. 

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): AOMORI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): CA, USA

ITEM#1571, 24/300ML; #1572, 12/720ML; #1573, 6/1.8L ITEM#626, 12/750ML

SQUARE ONE JUNMAI SUMIYOSHI TOKUJIN (SILVER CAP)
Square One is made to represent the original 
simplistic robustness of Edo period sake. It is 
recommended to enjoy this sake with food, either 
chilled or warmed depending on the dish. 

Special local rice "Sasa Nishiki" is used to brew 
this Sake. They release it without performing 
charcoal filtration (roka), resulting in a tasteful 
amber hue, and it is well-loved by serious sake 
fans. Very dry, and aged in Cedar Barrels.
"This is how true sake should taste". 

Alcohol: 16.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NAGANO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1262, 12/750ML ITEM#1222, 30/300ML

TAKENOTSUYU JUNMAI TAKIZAWA JUNMAI
Brewed gently in winter with Dewasansan and 
Miyama Nishiki Rice received from summer's 
bounty, which harmonize beautifully. Delicious 
and fresh chilled, but when warmed it 
progressively reveals layers of beautiful, soft 
flavors that had previously been sealed in. 
Fragrant and full bodied. 

Using 100% high-quality Sake rice, Miyamanishiki, 
and gently fermenting in low-temperature during 
winters created an outstanding Sake with 
exceptionally pristine flavor and elegance to the 
palate. Lightly dry finish that cleans the palate. 
Pairs well with very rich dishes.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMATAGA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NAGANO, JAPAN

ITEM#2523, 10/720ML; #2524, 20/300ML ITEM#1514, 12/720ML

TAMANOHIKARI SHUKON SHIBORITATE GENSHU
Shukon is one of Tamanohikari’s classic Sake that 
embodies the delicious flavor of the main 
ingredient—rice. Among that, this Junmai Ginjo 
Shukon is available only during the winter as the 
freshly pressed undiluted brew is bottled 
immediately at the beginning of winter season. 

Alcohol: 17-18%                                                           
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#1570, 6/720ML



AKAGISAN JUNMAI GINJO AMABUKI ICHIGO JUNMAI GINJO
Kondo Shuzo uses only their own hand-selected 
Gohyakumangoku sake rice - well known for it's 
suitability for sake brewing - to produce this sake. 
Having perfected their craft day-by-day over the 
last 140 years, the brewery would now like to 
present to the USA market a rich, round semi-dry 
sake brewed with care using Mount Akagi mineral 
water.

Strawberry flower sake yeast is used to give this 
sake a uniquely refreshing sweetness and 
fruitiness that is indeed reminiscent of plump, 
ripe strawberries. A succulent bottle loaded with 
new and interesting flavors. 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): GUNMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAGA, JAPAN

ITEM#1555, 12/720ML; #1556, 20/300ML ITEM#1526, 12/720ML

AMABUKI HIMAWARI JUNMAI GINJO AMABUKI GINNO KURENAI
This unpasteurized stunner has a hint of dryness 
on the finish that pairs beautifully with an array of 
different cuisines, and the unique sunflower yeast 
provides a rounded flavor you won’t soon forget. 
Notes of wildflowers and anise. Enjoy the smooth 
palate and crisp finish of this excellent and 
interesting sake.

This sake is a revolution in the taste, color and 
aroma of sake. From the moment of the first 
unbelievable pour, the special qualities are quite 
apparent - a beautiful rosé color, coming from the 
use of ancient black rice, glistens in your wine 
glass. The flavor is lightly sweet with muted fruit 
undertones, but it’s the color that will truly draw 
you in. 

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAGA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAGA, JAPAN

ITEM#1527, 12/720ML ITEM#1873, 6/720ML

AZUMAICHI JUNMAI GINJO EIKOH JUNMAI GINJO 50
Using Yamada Nishiki grown and polished in-
house, and an original square-shaped wooden 
steamer and fermentation tank, Azumaichi makes 
this Ginjo sake carefully and attentively. 
Prostrates a subdued, mellow aroma and 
formative flavor, making this a fine and famously 
addictive brew that is easy to pair with food and 
enjoy time & time again.

Luxuriously tasting Junmai Ginjo sake with well-
rounded umami. 100% Ehime Prefecture’s local 
Matsuyama Mii rice polished down 50% by in-
house mill, brewed in small tanks.  

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAGA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): EHIME, JAPAN

ITEM#1873, 12/720ML ITEM#1289, 12/300ML

GANGI JUNMAI GINJO 50 HAKKAISAN AWA SPARKLING
This light and soft sake is pleasant and easy to 
drink. Mizunowa refers to the rippling waves that 
form when fish leap from the river surface.

Hakkaisan Clear Sparkling “AWA” is made using a 
secondary in-bottle fermentation to create a clear 
and elegant sake. It has a lovely fruity aroma and 
refreshing taste that is rounded out a gentle 
sweetness and crisp finish. Hakkaisan Clear 
Sparkling “AWA” is the perfect sake to toast any 
occasion.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 13%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1864, 12/720ML ITEM#1584, 12/360ML; #1585, 6/720ML

HAKKAISAN HYOTAN GOLD JUNMAI GINJO HAKKAISAN HYOTAN SILVER GINJO
The rice and polishing ratio are all up to Daiginjo 
standards, however the sake is presented as 
Hakkaisan's signature Junmai Ginjo label. Has a 
delicate Ginjo aroma and a fine, crisp mouthfeel, 
with clean aftertaste and a strong reverent finish. 

This Ginjo-style sake possesses a clean, dry flavor, 
buttressed by its wispy floral aroma and crisp 
mouthfeel. 

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1560, 12/180ML ITEM#1561, 12/180ML



HAKKAISAN JUNMAI GINJO HAKKAISAN TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
The rice and polishing ratio are all up to Daiginjo 
standards, however the sake is presented as 
Hakkaisan's signature Junmai Ginjo label. Has a 
delicate Ginjo aroma and a fine, crisp mouthfeel, 
with clean aftertaste and a strong reverent finish. 

“Hakkaisan Tokubetsu Junmai” is brewed specially 
for the American market. The rice is polished 
down to 60% to produce a clean junmai style 
sake. Its well-balanced mellow and elegant flavor 
is tailored to match not only delicate Japanese 
cuisine but also a wide range of food from other 
cultures.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2541, 6/1.8L; #2543, 15/300ML ITEM#2539A, 12/720ML; #2540A, 15/300ML

HAKKAISAN SHIBORITATE GENSHU HAKKAISAN YUKIMURO JUNMAI GINJO
This sake is captured straight from the press and 
sold only as a seasonal item in the winter. 
Available only between October and March, one 
can enjoy this well-balanced and wildly refreshing 
fresh-pressed sake best chilled. It is undiluted 
with water, unpasteurized, fresh and bold with a 
well-balanced aroma.

This beautiful Junmai Ginjo is aged for a minimum 
of 3 years in Hakkai Brewery’s snow-storage 
room, called the Yukimuro. The flavor is initially 
subdued, before it unfolds the rich and solid sake 
that it is. While nestled comfortably in tanks 
chilled by literal tons of pure white snow, it 
develops into a round and smooth sake with a 
subtle and fine aroma and a mellow, dry finish. 

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2580, 12/720ML ITEM#1552, 12/720ML

HANANOMAI JUNMAI GINJO HATSUSHIBORI YUKIHONOKA 
Clear with a very faint silvery-straw cast. Aromas 
of honeyed melon, dried pineapple, oatmeal, and 
creamy nougat with a supple dry-yet-fruity 
medium body and a tangy, kiwi, sweet potato, 
and mineral accented finish. Solid and lively.

Very subtle aromas of star anise and peach. Yuki 
Honoka, or “Silent Snow”, has an airy yet sound 
flavor. The soft water used in brewing is drawn 
directly from its underground source below Mt. 
Gassan. This is the only brewery approved by the 
Japanese Food Hygiene Law to use unprocessed 
water in its sake.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SHZUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#538, 6/1.8L; #539, 12/720ML; #540, 12/300ML ITEM#2525, 20/300ML

HORAISEN WA JUNMAI GINJO JINYU 100 POEMS JUNMAI GINJO
Beautiful floral ginjo aroma, clean & soft touch on 
your front palate, a richness of rice but crisp 
finishi with a good amount of acidity. This 
Horaisen Junmai Ginjo Wa is well balanced quality 
sake from Horaisen Sekiya Shuzo. The name of 
sake came from the old saying “Good sake makes 
good relationship”. 

Junmai Ginjo with refreshing aroma, moderate 
acidity, deep and rich flavor, with a smooth finish. 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): AICHI, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): CHIBA, JAPAN

ITEM#1263, 12/720ML ITEM#1287, 6/720ML

JOKIGEN FUJIN JUNMAI GINJO JOKIGEN RAIJIN GINJO
Beautifully balanced Junmai Ginjo with hint of 
floral aroma with dry crisp taste.

As the bottle label promises, this sake had 
noticeable rice on the nose and palate. On the dry 
side with good structure.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): ISHIKAWA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): ISHIKAWA, JAPAN

ITEM#2559, 12/720ML ITEM#2560, 12/720ML



KATANA EXTRA DRY KIGEN CRYSTAL DRY 
Afull-bodieddrinkwith SMV+7, thissuper-
drysakehasastrong presence and thick flavor with 
almost no perceptible smell or sweetness. Gold 
Medal, 91 points at the 2008 BTI World Wine 
Championships.
Silver Award at the 2010 U.S. National Sake 
Appraisal.

KIGEN translates to an origin, a beginning, an era. 
It evokes the rich history of Japan - one steeped in 
discipline, beauty, and perfection - characteristics 
and traditions that have withstood the test of 
time and reflected today, not only in Japan’s 
modern culture, but throughout the world.Enjoy 
the same way 
they enjoy distilled spirits/SHOCHU.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SHIZUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 24%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NAGANO, JAPAN

ITEM#522, 6/1.8L; #526, 12/720ML; #527, 12/180ML ITEM#624, 12/720ML

KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO KIKUSUI ORGANIC JUNMAI GINJO
This is a light and comfortably dry premium Sake 
with the aroma of fresh cantaloupe and banana 
followed by medium body with refreshing 
Mandarin orange like overtones. With just the 
right amount of body and a comfortable dryness it 
enhances any dish you eat. This is a great white 
wine alternative that is perfect for Sake lovers and 
beginners alike.

This sake pairs well with many European culinary 
flavors, in fact, it complements many Western 
dishes. We recommend a slightly chilled serving 
temperature to best highlight its exquisite 
fragrance and refreshingly clean flavor. Brighten 
up your gatherings and dining occasions with joy 
and the pleasures of good flavors.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2546, 6/1.8L; #2547, 12/720ML; #2548, 12/300ML ITEM#1296, 6/720ML; #1261, 12/300ML

KOSHINO KANCHUBAI JUNMAI GINJO KUBOTA GINJO GENSHU
Niigata Meijo is located in Ojiya in the central 
region of Niigata Prefecture 150 miles north of 
Tokyo. A fertile valley for rice farming surrounded 
by snow-covered mountains in winter, the 
environment is ideal for sake production. 

The Kubota line's limited Ginjo Genshu -an 
undiluted sake- is a refreshing brew of elegant 
and power which can pair easily with a ground 
array of dishes. The sake is rich with umami, yet 
clean and refreshing and has a light ginjo aroma. 

Alcohol: 14%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2760, 12/720ML ITEM#2761, 12/720ML

MAKIRI JUNMAI GINJO MIZUBASHO GINJO 
Made with KIMOTO traditional method. Clean and 
deep flavor.

Sharp aftertaste with extra dryness. Perfect 
pairing with seafood or sushi.

Clear. Nougat, Creme Anglaise, pear tart, and 
peppercorn aromas with a supple, dry-yet-fruity 
medium body and a melon, powdered sugar, and 
mineral finish. A superb ginjo that evolves nicely 
over time. 2011 BTI World Wine Championships 
gold medal.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): GUNMA, JAPAN

ITEM#605, 6/720ML; #606, 12/300ML ITEM#562, 6/1.8L; #563, 6/720ML; #564, 12/180ML; #565, 12/300ML

MUROMACHI BIZEN JUNMAI GINJO MUSASHINO SPARKLING
This flavorful Ginjo sake is made with 100% "Bizen 
Omachi" rice, which is quite rare, expensive, and 
difficult to obtain. Has a light and sweet aroma, 
and is delicious chilled.

It is collaboration of refreshing sparkling and 
beautiful fruity Japanese sake. This low alcohol 
unprocessed sake provides you the original rich 
taste and balanced sweetness of rice with the 
fruity flavor and crisp sparkling.

Alcohol: 15.3%                                                           
Brewer (Location): OKAYAMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 12%                                                           
Brewer (Location): SAITAMA, JAPAN

ITEM#1266, 12/720ML; #1268, 20/300ML ITEM#1553, 12/720ML



NANBU BIJIN AWA SPARKLING NANBU BIJIN SHINPAKU JUNMAI GINJO
This elegant and perfectly balanced sparkling sake 
is made with local Ginotome rice and Volcanic 
water. It has a calming floral aroma and a crisp 
carbonation which offsets the soft mouthfeel of 
the sake. Finally, the delicate umami undertone 
leads the palate to a creamy and satisfying finish.

Crafted in the legendary Nanbu brew tradition, 
Nanbubijin Shinpaku Junmai Ginjo delivers the 
region's signature flavor of  pure elegance that 
glides smoothly on the palate.  Releases an 
inviting sweetened rice fragrance and a 
captivating rush of complex Umami flavor.  

Alcohol: 12%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

ITEM#1582, 6/720ML ITEM#2509, 12/720ML

NANBU BIJIN GINGINGA GINJO NANBU BIJIN TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
It uses the sake rice, “Gin Ginga” and original 
yeast “Giovanni”, which was original products in 
Iwate, Japan.

It uses all local ingredients like, rice, water, yeast 
and craftsmen in Iwate, Japan.

Using 100% locally grown Gin-Otome Sake rice, 
Nanbu Bijin is produced to accentuate the flavor 
of rice to its fullest. By eliminating the carbon 
filteration and storing below 41 degrees F, Nanbu 
Bijin retains its lively fresh aroma and clean flavor. 
Serve chilled at 50 degrees F to fully appreciate its 
offerings.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): IWATE, JAPAN

ITEM#1596, 15/300ML ITEM#1206, 12/720ML; #1207, 15/300ML

NINKI ICHI SPARKLING NIWA NO UGUISU 60 JUNMAI GINJO
Uses only the natural ingredients of rice and koji. 
Fermentation occurs within the bottle to contain 
its carbon dioxide, creating a "SPARKLING" sake 
that is both high quality and delicious.

This aromatic and fresh Junmai Ginjo sake smells 
like green melons and is vibrantly crisp and 
textured on the palate. Umami-rice flavors give 
way to a long, lingering finish that is perfect when 
served with grilled meats and yuzu kosho, 
vinaigrette’s made with shoyu, garlic and ginger, 
or dan dan noodles for great umami sensation.

Alcohol: 7%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUOKA, JAPAN

ITEM#588, 12/300ML ITEM#1843, 12/720ML

OKUNOMATSU GINJO OKUNMATSU 24%
The moment you taste this sake, you will 
experience a refreshing Ginjo flavor that spreads 
throughout your mouth and leaves a refreshing 
aftertaste.  Ginjo sake is known for its complexity, 
depth, range of interesting and diverse flavors 
and, above all, its balance between acidity and 
sweetness. 2019 BTI World Sake Challenge Gold 
Medal — 94pt

Super dry "Sake 24%" was produced to feature its 
higher than average alcohol content. First and the 
best sake to be served "on the rocks". Delicate 
Ginjo aroma with spirits-like sharpness without 
the bitter after-taste. Also great for cocktails.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 24%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

ITEM#545, 6/720ML; #546, 12/300ML ITEM#571, 6/720ML

OKUNOMATSU TOKUBETSU OTOKOYAMA SOTENDEN TOKUBETSU
Brewed using rice which has been polished to 
GINJO standards, you will experience the superior 
impact and aftertaste of this sake from the first 
sip. Due to its fruity and light Koji flavor, this 
Tokubetsu or "Special" Junmai is often favored by 
many sake connoisseurs, newcomers and women 
alike.

Sotenden is brewed by Otokoyama Honten of 
Kesennuma in the Miyagi Prefecture in Japan. 
“Soten” means “deep but clear blue sky.”  
Sotenden was created as a sake with a delicate 
flavor that complements the delicious seafood of 
Kesennuma (one of the most popular fish ports in 
Japan.)

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUOKA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): MIYAGI, JAPAN

ITEM#534, 6/1.8L; #529, 6/720ML; #517, 12/300ML ITEM#1862, 12/720ML



HANA FLAVORED SAKE - FUJI APPLE HANA FLAVORED SAKE - LYCHEE
HANA Fuji Apple lives up to its name with an 
appealing aroma that fulfills its promise on the 
palate with the crisp tartness of a delicious Fuji 
apple. The lovely lingering finish continues the 
taste of rich apple flavor. Its low alcohol makes it a 
fine aperitif, either straight up or on the rocks.

Captivating, lychee aromatics and a sweet, full-
bodied palate of lychee, yellow peach, and lemon-
lime.

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1029, 12/750ML; #1030, 12/375ML ITEM#1031, 12/750ML; #1032, 12/375ML

HANA FLAVORED SAKE - WHITE PEACH HANA FLAVORED SAKE - PINEAPPLE
Delightful aromas and flavors of just ripe, white 
peaches in cream with a sweet, full-bodied palate. 
Serve chilled, around 50°F. It is also a perfect base 
for other Cocktails, including frozen cocktails.

An engaging flavored sake with the aroma and 
flavor of perfectly ripe, freshly cut pineapple. 
Lightly sweet with a rich mouthfeel.  Enjoy on its 
own for dessert or poured over traditional 
desserts, such as panna cotta or sponge cake. 

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1033, 12/750ML; #1034, 12/375ML ITEM#1035, 12/750ML; #1036, 12/375ML

HANA FLAVORED SAKE - ORANGE YUKI NIGORI WHITE PEACH
Pure and refreshing.
Delight aroma and flavor of fresh Mandarin 
orange with a hint of cream. This sake is 
mouthwatering and gently sweet with a long dry 
finish.

Lightly creamy with crisp, white peach flavor. 
Notes of tart, white peach and fresh almond show 
as gentle aromas and rich flavors in this creamy, 
full-bodied Nigori sake. Sweet and mouth-
watering with surprisingly clean finish

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1037, 12/750ML; #1038, 12/375ML ITEM#1039, 12/375ML

YUKI NIGORI LYCHEE YUKI NIGORI MANGO
Pretty aromas of lychee fruit and rose petals lead 
into a creamy palate with silky texture. Lightly 
tart, fresh fruit balances the sweetness.

Creamy, balanced, and tropically delicious.
Lovely aromas of ripe, freshly peeled mangos and 
yellow peaches jump out of the glass. This Nigori 
is full-bodied and creamy in the mouth with well-
balanced sweetness and long-lasting flavors of 
mango and peach.

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1040, 12/375ML ITEM#1041, 12/375ML

YUKI NIGORI STRAWBERRY YUKI NIGORI CANTALOUPE
Lightly creamy with crisp, strawberry flavor.
Silky and creamy strawberry. Rich strawberry 
notes and a hind of cream transforms into vibrant 
fresh fruity taste

Fresh, tropical cantaloupe. Notes of young melon 
are followed by critic taste and mellow sweetness. 
Pleasant tart finish in the full-bodied nigori sake.

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1068, 12/375ML ITEM#1069, 12/375ML



HAGURO HONJOZO HAKKAISAN HONJOZO
The creator of Takenotsuyu and Hatsushibori 
Yukihonoka presents Haguro in a unique Tokkuri 
Sake bottle accompanied with a 
matchingSakecup.Hagurooffersclearyetabundantf
ragranceand flavor with hardly any trail. Serve 
chilled, paired with lightly flavored dishes. 

Hakkaisan Honjozo is made from the pure water 
welled from the Hakkai Mountains, spiked with 
natural alcohol to add a bit of kick. Mild yet crisp 
flavor of Hakkaisan reflects the clear wind blowing 
off the sacred Hakkai Mountain. Nose of spice, 
tropical fruit and mintwith a full mango, rice and 
nougat flavor. 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2526, 10/720ML ITEM#2544, 6/1.8L; #2545, 12/720ML

JYUYODAI HONMARU HONJOZO KENBISH KUROMATSU HONJOZO
Juyondai Honmaru is one of the most well known 
Japanese sake in the world with limited stock 
available domestically and overseas.The Juyondai 
Honmaru has a big floral nose and a light and 
refreshing palate. Slightly on the sweet side.

Interesting, umami aromas and flavors of 
marinated mushrooms, cacao nib, hint of tamari, 
and rice cake with a satiny, vibrant, medium body 
and a smooth, medium-length chocolate coconut 
milk, jicama, and radish finish. 2016 BTI World 
Wine Championships Gold Medal 90pt 
(Exceptional).

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2595, 1/1.8L ITEM#579, 6/900ML; #587, 24/180ML

KIKUSUI KARAGUCHI KIKUSUI KARAGUCHI CAN
A sip of this sake brings the same intensity, 
dryness and clarity as that of a crisp wind. This 
palate cleansing quality and a hidden but ever- 
present umami make this brew the Kikusui Sake 
Company's most highly recommended sake to 
enjoy with food. 

A sip of this sake brings the same intensity, 
dryness and clarity as that of a crisp wind. This 
palate cleansing quality and a hidden but ever- 
present umami make this brew the Kikusui Sake 
Company's most highly recommended sake to 
enjoy with food. 

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2751, 12/300ML; #2752, 12/720ML; #2753, 6/1.8L ITEM#2765, 30/180ML

KUBOTA "SENJYU" HONJOZO MICHINOKU ONIKOROSHI HONJOZO
Ginjo-grade Honjozo Sake. Natural alcohol is 
added to achieve its clean and crisp flavor. Elegant 
aroma is especially comforting.
Serve chilled to enjoy the clear flavor, or slightly 
warmed at 100 °F for a more mellowed touch.

As the name "Onikoroshi" or the "Demon Slayer" 
suggests, Michinoku Onikoroshi is known for its 
dry and brisk flavor.  It's well-rounded flavor will 
compliment a wide variety of dishes.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); MIYAGI, JAPAN

ITEM#2534, 6/1.8L; #2535, 12/720ML; #2536, 20/300ML ITEM#1208, 6/1.8L; #1209, 12/720ML; #1210, 12/300ML

TANIZAKURA SHIBORITATE HONJOZO CAN
This Namagenshu, meaning undiluted and 
unheated, is bottled immediately after freshly 
brewed, for a lush, fruity taste. With an 18%+ ABV, 
it has an enjoyable and refreshing body. It is 
unpasteurized, store it in a refrigerator. After 
opening, consume within 1-2 days to best enjoy 
the aroma and flavor.

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); YAMANASHI, JAPAN

ITEM#1856, 12/720ML



KAMOTSURU ITTEKI NYUKON KAMOTSURU NAMAKAOI
Since the naming of the brand Kamotsuru in 1873, 
this brewery has been at the forefront of rice 
polishing technology, and since the Meiji era has 
pulled the industry forward as a sake pioneer. 
Kamotsuru receives a large number of awards and 
honors. Mild aromatics, full-to-medium body, 
slightly dry. 

Invigorating and fresh Junmai sake. Light bodied 
and excellent chilled. Aged for a short time 
unpasturized, and only pasturized before shipping 
(namachozo). 

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HIROSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 14-15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HIROSHIMA, JAPAN

ITEM#2756, 6/720ML; #2764, 12/300ML ITEM#2716, 12/300ML

KAMOTSURU TOKUBETSU JUNMAI KAMOTSURU DAIGINJO GOLD
Well-balanced junmai, showing the full spectrum 
of flavor with hints of fruits and fungi. Dry and 
crisp, yet smooth. Top-ranking sake of Hiroshima, 
served well with vegetables such as seaweed 
salad and edamame.

Introduced in Showa era year 33, this sake was 
the first Daiginjo ever made available for public 
purchase, and is Kamotsuru's Signature Brand. 
Gold Leaf Sakura Blossoms dance to-and-fro in the 
bottle. 

Alcohol: 17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HIROSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HIROSHIMA, JAPAN

ITEM#2717, 6/720ML; #2718, 12/300ML ITEM#2721, 12/180ML; #2775, 6/720ML

KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI HONJOZO DF KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI AGED GINJO
Funaguchi has a rich, full-bodied flavor yet with a 
refreshing clean finish. unlike conventional sake 
(diluted with water to reduce alcohol down to 
around 15%), funaguchi is un-diluted,cask 
strength whopping 19% abv, making it a all-
around performer from chilled&up,frozen, on the 
rocks, or mix into cocktails!

Japan’s no.1 Nama-Sake Aged 1 Year at low 
temperature. Being a Nama sake the enzymes are 
still active and over the course of a year, they 
allow Aged Funaguchi to acquire a heavier 
mouthier feel, richer, more robust flavor and 
slightly velvety texture compared to the fruity 
freshness of Original Gold.

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2553, 30/200ML ITEM#2554, 30/200ML

KIKUSUI SHIMAI SHINSHU FUNAGUCHI KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI KUNKO 
Limited Edition Funaguchi "New-Rice New-Sake" 
"Shinmai-Shinshu". Brewed using 100% newly 
harvested, locally grown Niigata 
Gohyakumangoku rice, this is a Funaguchi 
Experience you can only get your hands on once a 
year. A rich and electrifyingly vivid treat for lovers 
of super fresh namazake. 

Style meets Depth in this special take on the 
famous Funaguchi. Instead of fortifying Kunko 
with the usual jozo (distiller's alcohol), sake-kasu 
Shochu is used, adding a whole new world to the 
aromatics and flavors of Funaguchi. Lush and 
luxurious mouthfeel, with a finish that leaves you 
smiling. 

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#2555, 30/200ML ITEM#2556, 30/200ML



KIKUMASAMUNE DRY SAKE CUP KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO JUNMAI
Kiku-Masamune's original yeast Kokumi Alpha-
Kobo is blended with their treasured and 
protected KIKUMASA-Kobo to create into the 
peerless W-Kobo used in a new dry brewing 
technique. The resulting sake is an exceptionally 
pragmatic, sharp, versatile, and of course extra 
dry. 

Kimoto Junmai is born in the heart of the Nada 
ward of Hyogo (a region historically famous for 
Sake) where the brewery has been operating 
since the early Edo period of Japan. The sake 
itself has a deep, round flavor and is excellent at 
any temperature with nearly any kind of food. 

Alcohol: 14-15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2715, 30/180ML ITEM#2709, 1/18L; #2710, 6/1.8L

KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO JMI DAIGINJO KIKUMASAMUNE KIMOTO DAIGINJO
Kiku Masamune's latest masterpiece - a Kimoto 
Junmai Daiginjo - has an elegant fragrance, gentle 
and delicate mouthfeel, and the deep and 
distinctive flavor of kimoto sake which brings 
everything into a balanced and harmonious 
crescendo. 

Kimoto refers to the traditional labor-intensive 
skill of sake-brewing process which draws out the 
savory flavors during
fermentation.  Using mixture of the Kimoto 
technique and daiginjo brew, KikuMasamune 
Kimoto Daiginjo tastes a harmonious balance of 
smooth authentic dryness.

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2776, 6/720ML ITEM#2777, 6/720ML

KIKUMASAMUNE KOUJO JUNMAI KIKUMASAMUNE TARU 
Kiku-Masamune Koujo Junmai is something out of 
the ordinary in contrast to other typical junmai 
Sake from Kiku-Masamune brewery. Koujo 
Junmai is brewed using yeast Kikumasa HA14. 
This brings out the fruity Ginjo characteristics 
without milling the rice to Ginjo standards. Nose 
of crisp apple and
its delicate sweetness.

Authentically-brewed Dry Junmai Sake is sealed 
into New Casks of Yoshino Cedar, and is only 
broken open for bottling once the sake reaches 
Kiku-Masamune's standard of excellence. We 
invite you to experience the invigorating cedar 
aroma and soft yet bright flavors.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2778, 12/300ML; #2779, 6/720ML ITEM#2706, 6/720ML; #2707, 12/300ML

KIKUMASAMUNE NEW TARU 
Authentically-brewed Dry Junmai Sake is sealed 
into New Casks of Yoshino Cedar, and is only 
broken open for bottling once the sake reaches 
Kiku-Masamune's standard of excellence. We 
invite you to experience the invigorating cedar 
aroma and soft yet bright flavors.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2705, 6/720ML



HATSUMAGO JUNMAI KIMOTO KUROSAWA JUNMAI KIMOTO
Clear platinum. Aromas and flavors of vanilla rice 
pudding, delicate nutmeg and cinnamon, and 
apple tart with a silky, dry-yet-fruity, medium-to-
full body and a smooth, resonant finish with 
notes of papaya, plantain, and grassy earth. 2016 
BTI World Wine Championships Gold Medal 9lpt 
(Exceptional).

Made using the Kimoto method and a bit on the 
dry side, this sake is very approachable and 
flexible. Quite good chilled, but it really blossoms 
at room temperature or gently warmed which 
brings out more richness on the palate.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); YAMAGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); YAMAGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#521, 6/1.8L; #532, 6/720ML; #528, 6/300ML ITEM#512, 6/1.8L; #513, 12/720ML; #514, 12/300ML

TAMANO HIKARI YAMAHAI JUNMAI YAMAHAI JIKOMI TENGUMAI JUNMAI
This 'classic' sake has a rich and pillowy texture, 
pleasant acidity and great depth of flavor. The 
Yamahai method employs strict temperature and 
cleanliness controls to foster the growth of a rich, 
healthy and natural brew high in peptides and 
umami components as well as natural lactic acid.

Rich, funky, and full of mushroom, this sake is 
fantastic for pairing with foods that are fuller in 
flavor and calling out for Umami!

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); KYOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.8%                                                           
Brewer (Location); ISHIKAWA, JAPAN

ITEM#2568, 6/1.8L; #2569, 6/720ML; #2570, 12/300ML ITEM#1237, 6/1.8L; #1238, 12/720ML

NIHON SAKARI REISHU NIHON SAKARI JUNMAI
Lively, fresh and umami-driven sake, balanced 
with a slight sweetness. It has a savory aroma 
with hints of rice candy. Clean, light and easy to 
drink. Made with famous Miyamizu water from 
the Hyogo prefecture, known for making 
“masculine” style sake.

This sake's main traits are the great rice flavor 
and soft mouthfeel, with a dry finish and light 
aftertaste. Easy to drink. 

Alcohol: 13%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 13-13.9%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2230, 12/300ML ITEM#2231, 6/1.8L; #2232, 6/720ML

NIHON SAKARI KOHAKU NIHON SAKARI ONIKOROSHI FUTSUSHU
Excellent for pairing with pork dishes (including 
pork shabu shabu, hot and sour pork, and sesame 
flavored yakiniku barbeque) and with desserts 
(ice cream, sponge cake, and fresh fruit.)

It's non-premium Sake which constitutes about 
75% of all Sake production in Japan. The quality of 
futsu-shu can vary widely, from cheap and harsh 
to smooth and flavorful. 

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 13-14%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2241, 6/500ML ITEM#1554, 30/180ML

NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU JUNMAI NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU HONJOZO
This Nama (aka. “Unpasteurized”) Genshu (aka. 
“Undiluted”) Jun- mai Ginjo Sake from the 
historical ward of Kobe is overflowing with fruity 
flavors, that are creamy, round and enticing.

“Nama Genshu” means sake which is 
unpasteurized and undiluted. Sake is almost 
always pasteurized twice and water is added to 
adjust aroma and flavor, to lower alcohol content 
before bottling, but this sake does not go through 
those processes. 

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#2244, 30/200ML ITEM#2242, 30/200ML



NIHON SAKARI NAMA GENSHU DAIGINJO NIKKO ONI
With a silky viscosity on the palate and rich 
aromatics. Enjoy gorgeous aromatics and rich 
flavor of untouched sake with a handy can 
whenever and wherever you want.

Sake Nikko Oni a refreshingly light and dry Sake 
that makes great harmony with all Asian cuisines.

Alcohol: 18%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 13.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location);  JAPAN

ITEM#2243, 30/200ML ITEM#423, 12/720ML; #424, 24/300ML



DASSAI NIGORI JMI DAIGINJO 45 KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW
Unlike most other Nigori sakes, this sake is not too 
sweet and leaves no thick finish. Instead, this 
nigori sake is a full-flavored, refreshing semi-dry 
sake.

Kikusui Perfect Snow boasts a full-bodied 
sweetness coupled with the subtle texture of the 
moromi granules. It has a high alcohol content of 
21% and a crisp, dynamic flavor. Perfect Snow is 
pure, unadulterated sake which has not been 
diluted with water allowing you to enjoy the pure 
sake flavor.

Alcohol: 16-17%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

Alcohol: 21%                                                           
Brewer (Location):NIIGATA,  JAPAN

ITEM#1219A, 12/300ML; #1220A, 12/720ML ITEM#2558, 12/300ML; #1872, 30/180ML (CAN)

KUROSAWA NIGORI NAGARAGAWA SPARKING NIGORI
A light and fruity nose with creamy “UMAMI" 
flavor. Discover the best of premium sweetness in 
this sake. No artificial flavor added. All natural 
sweetness with a mild sourness. Easy-drinking 
sake with low alcohol.

Nagaragawa is the river that has been a central 
fishing spot for 1300 years - this water ultimately 
finds its way into Komachi Shuzo's underground 
well water. They are the proud winners of several 
competitions, and are often featured on 
magazines due to their high quality sake and skill 
level in brewing. 

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

Alcohol: 17-18%                                                           
Brewer (Location):GIFU,  JAPAN

ITEM#574, 12/300ML; #575, 6/720ML ITEM#1255, 12/300ML

HAKKAISAN SPARKLING NIGORI TAMANOHIKARI SASA NIGORI
With a refreshing acidity and gorgeous aroma, 
Hakkaisan Sparkling Nigori is certainly enjoyable 
as an aperitif, but this popular sake can be 
enjoyed many ways. Try pairing with rich or spicy 
dishes as well as fruits and dessert.

A Nigori Sake, reminiscent of melting snow. With 
a soft mouthfeel, characteristic of nigori, this Sake 
also features the refreshing acidity of a Junmai 
Ginjo that pairs well with a meal. Available in 
limited quantity.

Alcohol: 14.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location):NIIGATA,  JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.4%                                                           
Brewer (Location):KYOTO,  JAPAN

ITEM#2581, 12/360ML ITEM#1827, 6/720ML

YAEGAKI CLOUD NIGORI YAEGAKI NIGORI
Yaegaki Cloud Nigori has a refreshing and milky 
smooth texture that is quite unlike any other 
nigori. With a fresh sweetness that is not too 
cloying, it pairs perfectly with food that has fuller 
or spicy flavors.
This California local premium nigori is best 
enjoyed chilled.

Opaque, creamy white-ivory color. Aromas of 
freshly sliced red radish, white peppercorn, and 
ripe pineapple husk with a lightly chunky, fruity 
medium body and a mango, chalk, and pineapple 
sauce finish. 2012 BTI World wine Championships 
81 pts.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

ITEM#589, 12/300ML ITEM#515, 12/720ML; #535, 12/300ML

YAEMON NIGORI TSUKI AKARI KIKUMASAMUNE KINUSHIRO NIGORI
The name Tsuki Akari stems from its pale 
moonlight hue. Tsuki Akari has gentle aroma 
profile of malted rice with a mixture of subtle 
fruitiness completed with the well-balanced 
acidity and sweetness. Recommended as an 
aperitif but also pairs will with richly flavored 
dished.

Silky smooth and smartly chic in a chic frosted 
glass bottle, Kinushiro is a Junmai grade nigori 
sake with a clean and refreshing aftertaste and a 
full but elegant character.

Alcohol: 16.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location); FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 10%                                                           
Brewer (Location):HYOGO,  JAPAN

ITEM#1551, 12/300ML ITEM#2769, 6/500ML



SHIRAYUKI SAKE SHIRAYUKI SAKE 750ML
Enjoy taste with a delicate, slightly dry and natural 
balanced taste of Sake.
Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF

A Sake with a delicate, slightly dry and very well 
balanced taste.
Serve at around 45ºF.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 14.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1301, 6/1.8L ITEM#1302, 12/750ML

SHIRAYUKI SHIBORITATE JUNMAI SHIRAYUKI KARAKUCHI DRY
This Sake is easy-to drink type. The name of 
"SHIBORITATE" is freshly squeezed Sake.
Enjoy its taste and freshness feeling.

This Sake is good matching with Sashimi(raw fish) 
and light fish dishes. Clear smooth taste.
Serve at around 45ºF, also good at 130ºF

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1303, 6/1.8L ITEM#1310, 6/1.8L

SHIRAYUKI NAMA SHIRAYUKI JUNMAI GINJO
Drink up type of Sake. The starter of Sake
drinkers.(Easy-to drink and finish up in one day.)
Recommend to drink in summer. 

Use carefully selected rice for rich taste, flavor 
and aroma. The upper class Sake. Serve at around 
45ºF. Also good at anormal (room) temperature. 

Alcohol: 12-13%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1312, 12/300ML; #1313, 24/180ML ITEM#1314, 12/300ML

SHIRAYUKI DE AI SPARKLING ITAMI OTOKOYAMA JUNMAI
De Ai is a sparkling sake with rose blossom, hay 
and fruity-sweet notes of pear, lychee and cherry 
in the nose as well as a slightly bitter, refreshing 
aroma of grapefruit, lemon balm, elder and pink 
pepper at the palate. A very light, refreshing and 
carbonated aperitif with a subtle foam head and 
an appealing pale pink colour.

Itami is the historical brithplace of sake.  And 
established in 1550, Konishi Brewing Co., Ltd, is 
the oldest sake brewer in Japan.  Serve chilled or 
warm.

Alcohol: 12-13%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1327, 6/720ML ITEM#1319, 6/720ML

SHIRAYUKI EDO GENROKU HAKURO MUROKA JUNMAI
Edo Genroku - Junmai is a modern-day production 
of a recipe that originated in the late 17th 
Century, utilizing wild yeast and sake brewing 
tools and casks of great antiquity. This recipe calls 
for less water resulting in a more viscous profile 
and higher concentrations of amino acids.

Retaining its original sake taste, Muroka Genshu 
(non-filtered undiluted sake) comes in a 
distinctive bottle, embodying all the uniqueness 
of the sake brewery where it originates. Enjoy a 
rough but fresh and rich flavor, a rice taste and a 
sharp aftertaste.

Alcohol: 12-13%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 17-18%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

ITEM#1326, 6/720ML ITEM#1323, 6/720ML



SHIRAYUKI SSAGASUMI NIGORI SHIRAYUKI KONISHI AOSAE JUNMAI
Two way of taste can be feel, clear(regular), and 
Sake lees made from roughly filtered. Serve at 
around 45ºF. 

This Junmai sake using various sake rice is very 
clean, clear and light taste.  Rich taste of Junmai, 
but smooth texture is characteristic.

Alcohol: 12-13%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): HYOGO, JAPAN

ITEM#1324, 12/300ML ITEM#1325, 6/720ML



SHO CHIKU BAI 18L / GIFT CASK SHO CHIKU BAI CLASSIC JUNMAI
The most traditional style sake.
2011 Gold Award winner at the U.S. National Sake 
Appraisal. You don't have to choose between 
flavors tonight — just pull out a bottle of classic 
Junmai sake, and work your way from one flavor 
profile to the next over a lingering meal. With a 
savory complex taste, it is the best sake for food-
pairing sake and great served both chilled or 
warmed.

The most traditional style sake.
2011 Gold Award winner at the U.S. National Sake 
Appraisal. You don't have to choose between 
flavors tonight — just pull out a bottle of classic 
Junmai sake, and work your way from one flavor 
profile to the next over a lingering meal. With a 
savory complex taste, it is the best sake for food-
pairing sake and great served both chilled or 
warmed.Alcohol: 15%                                                                   

Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA
Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1001, 1/18L; #1006, 6/1.5L ITEM#1002, 6/1.5L; #1003, 12/750ML; #1004, 24/180ML

SHO CHIKU BAI TOKUBETSU JUNMAI SHO CHIKU BAI ETO
Tokubetsu means “special,” the sake is created 
with rice polished to 60%. While it is ideal for food 
pairing with rich in umami, particularly when 
served warm, the sake-making combined with the 
GinJikomi process of low-temperature 
fermentation provides subtle, fruity flavors with 
smooth texture and body. It is perfect for serving 
both chilled or warmed.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1007, 6/1.8L; #1008, 12/720ML; #1009, 12/300ML ITEM#1005, 6/1.5L

SHO CHIKU BAI GINJO SHO CHIKU BAI SHO JUNMAI GINJO
This junmai ginjo sake is brewed in Berkeley with 
Calrose polished to 50%. Since then, it remains 
one of the top-selling junmai ginjo sake in the US.

This is a delightful sake, equally good with or 
without food. Aromas include jasmine flowers, 
apple cider, strawberry, sweet Asian pear, sweet 
tea and baking spices.  It has presence in the 
mouth with generous body and gentle texture. 
Flavors include apple cider, pear, sweet cream, 
baking spices, and white bread.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1010, 12/300ML ITEM#1011, 12/720ML

SHO CHIKU BAI SHO GINJO NIGORI SHO CHIKU BAI SHO JUNMAI ORGANIC
The nose of this fetching, Ginjo Nigori is soft, but 
filled with delectable fruit. Enjoy the flavors of 
cantaloupe, watermelon, banana and pineapple 
accented by traces of vanilla and walnut. The 
palate is decadent, having a soft, grainy texture, 
and a delightful sweetness. Flavors include 
marshmallow, vanilla, cardamom, sweetened 
milk, melon, ripe pear and strawberry.

At room temperature, this sake offers a balance of 
subtle fruit and dry grains. Aromas include yellow 
apple, wheat bread, and dry oatmeal. Flavors are 
Asian pear, oatmeal, spice, and minerals. When 
warm, the savory attributes are amplified.  Scents 
of buckwheat, mushroom, spice, and brown 
banana.

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1012, 12/720ML ITEM#1013, 12/720ML

JUNMAI DAIGINJO LIMITED RELEASE REI JUNMAI DAIGINJO
This is the first DaiGinjo sake made by 100% 
American Yamadanishiki rice. Tropical fruit with a 
savory finish. This handcrafted junmai daiginjo 
was born as the 30th Anniversary Commemorative 
product of Takara Sake USA Inc. in 2013. Against 
sake from Japan and around the world, this 
American-brewed junmai daiginjo consistently 
ranks in the top of its class.

REI presents with a hint of white flowers, 
cantaloupe, and honeydew melon. In the mouth, 
this sake is smooth and lightly creamy. Delightful 
fruit and floral notes make it a delicious
all-occasion drink. More than a typical daiginjo 
sake, the soft and full body character of REI 
Junmai Daiginjo opens it to a wider variety of food 
pairing.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1014, 6/720ML ITEM#1015, 12/300ML



SHO CHIKU BAI TAKARA SIERRA COLD SHO CHIKU BAI ORGANIC NAMA
It is popular among those who enjoy California 
whites, rosés and Pinot Griggo. You can sip on this 
rice wine before dinner or add it to a meal 
featuring chicken as the main course. See what a 
delicious addition Sho Chiku Bai Sake makes to 
your shelf by ordering some today.  Sierra Cold 
Sake offers rounded flavors of melon, Asian pear, 
and a hint of cherry or stawberry. 

It's totally natural, made from OCIA certified 
organic rice. Organic, savory, mellow.  This sake is 
enjoyable on its own or with dishes such as cold 
buckwheat noodles, sushi (including mackerel), 
broiled lobster (without butter), or cold, thinly 
sliced smoked duck.

Alcohol: 12%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1016, 12/300ML ITEM#1017, 12/300ML

SHO CHIKU BAI NIGORI SILKY MILD SHO CHIKU BAI GYUKAKU SILKY MILD
Nigori Silky Mild emits the fruity aromas and 
flavors of ripe banana, vanilla, melon, strawberry, 
and creamy sweet rice custard. Slightly sweeter 
than Nigori Crème de Sake, its milky-white 
appearance previews the characteristically full, 
smooth palate of the nigori sake. 

Unfiltered smooth sake.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1018, 6/1.5L; #1019, 12/750ML; #1020, 12/375ML ITEM#1021, 12/375ML

SHO CHIKU BAI NIGORI CRÈME DE SAKE SHO CHIKU BAI EXTRA DRY
Milky-white Nigori Crème de Sake radiates aromas 
of melon, marshmallow, and cream, with a slightly 
smooth, fulsome texture and flavors of melon and 
vanilla ice cream. Slightly less sweet than Takara’s 
Nigori Silky Mild, its finish is lightly savory, with 
hints of salt and spice.

This is a traditional Jumai sake but with very little 
sweetness. It gives it a lighter, crisper mouthfeel 
and a clean finish. Along with its gently savory 
palate, makes it a good food-pairing sake and an 
excellent ingredient in cocktails. At any 
temperature, this sake has a core of savory 
mineral.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1022, 12/300ML ITEM#1023, 1/18L; #1024, 6/1.5L

KOSHU MASAMUNE SAKE BENIHANA SAKE
This is a round, savory and complex Junmai sake. 
Certified Kosher by Orthodox Union.  Best served 
warm at 100º -105º F or at room temperature.

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 14%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

ITEM#1025, 1/18L ITEM#1026, 1/18L

TAKARA MASAMUNE SAKE SHIRAKABEGURA TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
This is a round, savory and complex junmai sake. 
Goes well with a wide variety of foods.

The flavors and aromas of this sake change 
substantially with temperature but remain 
complex and nuanced.  When warmed to 100º -
105º F., it is savory and full-bodied, with aromas 
and flavors of white mushroom, bran, salted 
cucumber and umami, balanced by subtle hints of 
banana and white flowers.  Serve at room temp.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): BERKELEY, CA

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): NADA, JAPAN

ITEM#1027, 1/3L; #1028, 12/750ML ITEM#1042, 6/1.8L; #1043, 12/720ML; #1044, 12/300ML



SCB SHIRAKABEGURA KIMOTO JUNMAI SCB SHIRAKABEGURA JUNMAI DAIGINJO
It presents a robust body and has traditionally 
been served warm to bring out its earthy aromas 
and flavors of apple, creamy cheese, and spice.  
Recently, chilling has equally become favored, 
creating lighter, delicately nuanced aromas of 
vanilla, flowers, stone fruit, melon, and sweet 
milk.

If you prefer wine that isn't too sweet but still has 
a fruity flavor, Sho Chiku Bai Shirakabegura Junmai 
Daiginjo may be right up your alley. You can serve 
cold Shirakabegura Junmai Daiginjo one night with 
mild chicken breasts and the next at room 
temperature alongside seasoned salmon — both 
nights, it will taste equally good.

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): NADA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): NADA, JAPAN

ITEM#1045, 6/640ML; #1074, 12/300ML ITEM#1046, 6/640ML; #1073, 12/300ML

SHIRAKABEGURA MIO SPARKLING SHIRAKABEGURA YAMAHAI JUNMAI
MIO is a festive, sparkling sake, bright with aromas 
of peach, ripe persimmon, freesia, and fresh 
bread. Its gentle effervescence creates a 
refreshing piquancy in the mouth, and sets off the 
flavors of pear and peach, with accents of yellow 
rose and baking spice.

Made with Miyamizu, a highly recognized 
groundwater for sake brewing.

Elegant and vibrant. This junmai sake offers an 
excellent balance between fruity and savory 
characterisitcs.

Alcohol: 5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): NADA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): NADA, JAPAN

ITEM#1047, 6/750ML; #1048, 12/300ML ITEM#1075, 12/300ML

SHO CHIKU BAI GOKAI JUNMAI SCB KINPAKU TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
This convenient, single-serve sake offers 
traditioanl junmai aromas of Asian pear, salted 
melon, banana, and cream. The silky palate has a 
satisfying weight and is gently mouthwatering. 
Flavors include fruity notes from the nose-pear, 
melon and banana-but also wonderfully savory 
aspects, including custard, cocoa, banana bread, 
and baking spices.

Sho Chiku Bai Kimpaku Tokubetsu Junmai sake is 
made with the water of Fushimi, a centuries-old 
sake brewing region in Kyoto. The water is known 
to provide sake with softness and elegance. In 
addition, gold flakes were added, which is an 
ancient practice to decorate the best sake.  This 
sake has a full-body, soft mouthfeel, mellow taste 
with an elegant quality.

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#1049, 30/180ML; #1050, 30/120ML ITEM#1067, 6/1.8L

SHO CHIKU BAI KYOTO JUNMAI SHO CHIKU BAI TEN JUNMAI
This is a very refined sake with flavors and aromas 
that are subtle and soothing. It's wonderful near a 
warm fireplace in the evening after a long day on 
the ski slopes. Subtle aromas reminiscent of 
French vanilla ice cream and cardamom lead into 
a soft, creamy palate with silky texture and flavors 
of lightly seasoned cream of wheat and 
honeydew. 

Sho Chiku Bai Ten is a Junmai style sake, utilizing a 
unique double-yeast fermentation system using 
the SHO CHIKU BAI’s traditional house Hanbei 
kobo (yeast). The process produces a rich, 
complex acidity and umami with a clean finish. 
The carton box is easy to handle because it is light 
and more crack resistant than a glass bottle.

Alcohol: 13.5%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15%                                                                   
Brewer (Location): KYOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#1070, 6/1.8L; #1071, 12/720ML; #1072, 12/300ML ITEM#1076, 6/2L; #1077, 6/900ML



YAEGAKI PURE DRY SAKE YAEGAKI DRAFT SAKE
Yaegaki Sake Junmai represents the top of 
Yaegaki’s domestic sake line. It is a dry, medium-
bodied sake with a crisp acidic finish that can be 
referred to as “food friendly.” It can be drank 
either warm or cold, and complements any Asian 
cuisines.

Yaegaki Draft Sake is a cold draft sake, classified as 
namachozo-shu (fresh stored sake). Its unmatched 
natural freshness and subtle sweet- ness is what 
makes it a perfect pair with fresh fish and other 
lighter foods.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

ITEM#501, 12/750ML; #502, 6/1.5L; #503, 1/18L; #518, 12/300ML ITEM#586, 12/300ML

YAEGAKI CLOUD NIGORI YAEGAKI SELECT JUNMAI GINJO
Yaegaki Cloud Nigori has a refreshing and milky 
smooth texture that is quite unlike any other 
nigori. With a fresh sweetness that is not too 
cloying, it pairs perfectly with food that has fuller 
or spicy flavors.
This California local premium nigori is best 
enjoyed chilled.

Brewed from 100% Omachi rice, this Junmai Ginjo 
is fruity on the nose with the aroma of raisin and 
the gentle flavor of muscat grapes.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

Alcohol: 16%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

ITEM#589, 12/300ML ITEM#500, 6/720ML

KI-IPPON DRY SAKE REIKO SAKE
The classic taste of California Ki-Ippon Dry Sake 
derives from the best
U.S. ingredients combined with time-honored 
Japanese tradition. This rather dry sake can be 
served either hot or cold and is a food-friendly 
sake that makes the perfect match for any food or 
occasion.

Reiko Sake is named after Reiko Kushibiki, the first 
female Sake Mas- ter in the U.S. This authentic 
sake has a dry, light aroma and taste, mak- ing it 
enjoyable at any temperature. A food-friendly sake 
that matches a wide variety of meals.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

Alcohol: 13%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CA, USA

ITEM#504, 12/750ML; #505, 6/1.5L ITEM#576, 1/18L



HAKKAISAN SEISHU CUP SAKE KUMAMON ZUIYO CUP SAKE
Despite its categorization of Futsushu, the rice is 
polished down to 60% of its original size and 
fermentation is done slowly and at a low 
temperature, resulting in a quality sake with 
smooth and clean flavor.  The sake the masses 
deserve, for a price anyone can afford.

Zuiyo sake is packed in a cup designed in 
collaboration with the popular Kumamoto 
character "Kumamon".
This sake is light and refreshing and suitable for 
beginner drinkers.

Alcohol: 15.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): NIIGATA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 15-16%                                                           
Brewer (Location): KUMAMOTO, JAPAN

ITEM#1590, 30/180ML ITEM#1597, 30/180ML

LUCKY CUP SAKE KIGEN CUP SAKE
Made by one of the top sake breweries in Japan, 
using a combination of both traditional and new 
methods, LUCKY CUP (ABV 13.5%) is lighter than 
regular sake (ABV 15-16%). People who are not 
fond of the taste of alcohol can easily enjoy LUCKY 
CUP’s lighter body and high-quality flavor.

Light and smooth. Easy-going beverage with a 
refreshing body and fruity flavor.  Aromas of Asian 
pear, red apple, pineapple, cracked peppercorn, 
and ginger with a supple, bright, dryish light body 
and a tingling, brisk banana chips and pastry 
finish.

Alcohol: 13.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

Alcohol: 13.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location): FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN

ITEM#622, 30/180ML ITEM#623, 30/180ML
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